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Reform: The Stunning Reality of Drug Addiction in Boston

https://copley-wolff.com/tadpole-playground-at-boston-common

Nestled inside of the Boston Commons is the Tadpole Playground where parents bring their
children on a hot summer day in hopes of a brief escape from their ever present responsibilities. As
someone who once was a small child, I can say with a certain level of expertise that the Tadpole
Playground has everything one would need to be entertained for an afternoon.
Although there are many positives of this park, there are a couple drawbacks. About a hundred
yards away lay needle caps and rubber tourniquets– a true reminder of what the commons becomes after
dark. The stark reality of the closeness of drug addiction and the negative connotations that it brings really
stuck me when I glanced down and saw the picture above. I’ve taken my young cousins to the local park
many times and never once thought about the possibility of one of them accidentally getting stuck by a
dirty needle, harassed by a junkie, or any of the other possible risks that are associated with having a
playground in a high drug use area. That made me think and reflect on parks in lower income areas, are
these what these parks are like? Little children using needle caps in place of toy soldiers? Clearly the
United States struggles with how we handle drug addiction, much like many other things, but how close
are these issues really coming to threatening our children? I personally don’t know. I grew up lucky
enough to be able to go to the park myself and the only thing I would worry about is not stepping in left
over dog poop on the walk over. Will my kids be blessed with that same worry, or will I have to walk
them to the park everyday, keeping my eyes out for possible threats?
How can we as a country make a change to keep areas of drug addiction and danger away from
our children? My mind goes to Canada and their supervised injection sites, a trend that has allowed more
addicts to not only be safer while injecting, having a supply of clean needles and nurses to help find veins,
but also get resources for support groups and treatment centers. While I don’t believe our American
society has reached that point of realization that addiction is a disease, not a choice, I hope that we make
progress to that point so that we can help improve the living conditions of all, not just the kids at the park.

